
ABSTRACT 
 
Nowadays, metropolitan railways reflect the big cities activity. Time schedules must be adapted to 
the passengers needs. This is the case of Metro de Barcelona, where the underground runs 24 
hours a day on Saturdays and the days before holidays with a big success. 
 
The running hours increase reduces the time dedicated to maintenance works as, while we 
increase of the opening hours of the line, thus the Tones of material running on the line, we are 
reducing the timeline devoted to maintain the line in order to repair erosions and prevent potential 
breaks. This fact increases global costs as the workforce needs increase is higher than the time 
reduction.  
 
It seems obvious that it is time to think about a railway superstructure with lower maintenance 
frequency in order to be able cover the running hours needs. A slab track seems to be the best 
solution to a high traffic frequency. By replacing the ballast by concrete, the track gets fixed in a 
better position so the erosion coming from the stress performed by the train is lower. This way, 
aligning jobs and levelling jobs, more frequent maintenance jobs, can be reduced.  
 
Among existing slab tracks, there are only 3 that are able to be developed for commercial 
exploitation with the analysed construction procedure. More developed slab tracks for commercial 
exploitation are: the slab track with sleepers, the one built with isolated prefabricated blocks and a 
system with continuous plate built on site. All of them will be evaluated in this study.  
 
Switching from ballast to concrete is qualified as a renovation line work. Often, this kind of work in 
metropolitan wailways has been carried out by decommissioning the line during the necessary 
days, with a hight impact on the service level. The construction procedure presented in this report 
permits implementing slab tracks on existing ballast lines without cutting the line off neither affecting 
the exploitation hours.  
 
Taking into account older systems implemented on Metro de Barcelona and Metro de Madrid, we 
have developed a new and innovative construction procedure that permits renewing the line in a 
night timeframe shorter than 3 hours and a half. The kind of railway superstructure is renewed 
without affecting the passengers. Previous renovation methods have been improved according to 
quality, safety and productivity criteria.  
 
FMB Line 4 renovation works between Bogatell and Selva de Mar stations have permitted to give 
an operational approach to this innovative construction procedure. Starting from the renovation 
works done on Metro de Madrid we have improved either the removing ballast process either the 
line arch. This improvement has permitted increasing the performance, the passengers security and 
the quality level of the line.  
 
Slab tracks seem to be the new generation on metropolitan railway lines given the exploitation 
needs and its low maintenance works frequency. Construction procedures have already been 
improved since the first implementations done by Metro de Barcelona. However, it is expected that 
new improvements oriented to develop a more industrialized arch, closed to the one used in the 
traditional slab track assembling, will come out. 
 
 




